
You Can Help Prevent the Spread of this Dangerous Invasive Plant! 

Wavyleaf grass is a rapidly-spreading, nonnative, invasive plant that invades forests and smothers native 
plants. Its dense colonies prevent new trees from growing, suppressing forest regeneration. Invasions of this 
grass deplete food sources for mammals, birds, and insects and spell the destruction of our woods and  forests. 
From August through November, its seeds stick like glue to animal fur and to hikers’ and hunters’ clothing, 
which spreads this nasty grass for miles. Wavyleaf is out of control in Maryland. It has recently been found in 
Rockingham, Madison, Page, Warren, Fauquier, Clarke, Culpepper, Fairfax, Greene, Rappahannock, Arlington, 
and Albemarle Counties in Virginia.  Is it on your land?  It’s not too late to stop this invader in Virginia!            
                     The Blue Ridge PRISM can help!  See www.BlueRidgePrism.org. 

How to ID Wavyleaf Grass  
 
 Rippled leaves touch the stems 

but do not wrap completely 
around the stems 

 
 White hairs cover the stems. 
 
 Grows 5 to 10 inches tall and 

has arching stems. 
 
 Flower and seed stalks rise 

above plants from August to   
November. 

 
 Found as scattered plants, small 

colonies, and large carpets. 
 
 Grows only in shade. 

Not Wavyleaf!Not Wavyleaf!Not Wavyleaf!   

Wavyleaf stem 

Wavyleaf  plant 

Above: Arthraxon hispidus, a less-
serious invasive. It’s the only other 
plant you may see with wavy leaves 
and hairy stems. It is upright, and its leaf 
bases wrap completely around the 
stems. Grows 6 in. to 3 ft. tall in moist 
sites in sun or part shade. 

How to Report Sightings of Wavyleaf 

Take a photo so experts can verify the identification.  Get GPS coordinates or a detailed       
description of its location and the extent of infestation. If seeds cling to you or your dog,            
remove  them from clothing with duct tape. Comb seeds from dog fur. Bag and burn all seeds!                             
                          Do not walk through wavyleaf if it is in flower or seed!   
   Report to: Kevin Heffernan at VA DCR  (804-786-9112) or email: kevin.hefferan@dcr.virginia.gov.    

www.BlueRidgePRISM.org 

Right: Wavyleaf  seeds  glue  to fur. 


